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On some linear topology on Orlicz spaces II

Abstract. In [5], [6 ] and [7 ] we have considered some linear topology, denoted by 
on the Orlicz spaces where q> is ^-function and (£, E, ц) is a finite-dimensional
Euclidean space with the Lebesgue measure ([5 ]) or (£, E, ц) is an arbitrary measure space with 
a positive measure ([6 ], [7]).

In present paper we continue our considerations relating to the topology Я "*9 on L%9(n) 
in the case when (p is an ЛГ-function and (£ , E, ц) is a measure space with a positive, rr-finite 
measure. In Section 1 we find the general form of linear, continuous functionals over 

Next, in Section 2 we compare the weak topology о (Ц ? {ц ), L°/*{^)) with

0. Preliminaries
We shall employ throughout this paper notions and theorems from [5],

[6] and [7]. We assume that (E, E, fi) is a measure space with a positive 
measure. We will denote the Orlicz spaces, the Orlicz classes and the spaces 
of finite elements over (E, E, fi) respectively by L*<p, L’’ and L0<*\

0.1. Orlicz spaces
0.1.1. A ( -̂function q> is called N-function if it is convex and satisfies the 

conditions:

(0J lim ^ ^  = 0 and (оох) lim = oo ([2], p. 9).
и —► О И и —* oo U

0.1.2. Let (p be an N-function. The function

(p*(v) = sup {uv — q>(u)} for v ^  0
u> о

is called the function complementary to (p ([3]).
It is easily proved that <p* is an N-function and (<p*)* =  (p. Easy

calculation shows that if ф (p {ф к <p), then (p* ф* (q>* -4 ф*) ([2],

p. 144).

0.1.3. T h e o r e m . Let (p be an N-function. Then two В-norms can be defined
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in L*</’ : the Orlicz norm || ||° and the Luxemburg norm || ||(v) as follows: 

M lj = sup {\$x(t)y(t)dg\: j?^ (y )^ l, yeLp*},
E

11x11̂ = inf je > 0: j(p(\x{t)\/e)dg <  1}.
£

The В-norms || ||J and || ||(v) are equivalent to the F-norm || ||v ([2]).

0.1.4. T h e o r e m . Let tp be an N -function. Then there hold the Holder 
inequalities:

\$x(t)y(t)dp\ ^  ||x||(<p)-||y||£* for x g Lw , yeL***
E

and

\\xV)y(t)dv\ «  ||x||£-|MU for x eL ” , yeL” ' ([2], p. 80).
£

0.1.5. T h e o r e m . Let q> be an N -function and let (E, I ,  p) be a measure 
space with a positive, о-finite measure. Then for every linear, continuous 
functional F: (L0<p, З Г -> R there exists y0eL*v* such that

F (x) = Fyo (x) = j x (Г) у § (r) dp for x eL **.
E

Moreover, every functional of the form Fy , where y0e L*v* is linear and 
continuous over (L0<p, ~̂<p) ([2], Theorem 14.2, p. 128).

0.1.6. T h e o r e m . Let q> be an N -function. Then

l o<p =  у  ь *ф 
ФеЧ̂ ,*

where 4*%* denotes the set of all N-functions ф such that tp ф ([4], p. 83).
This theorem is proved in [4] in the case when (E, I ,  g) is a finite

dimensional Euclidean space with the Lebesgue measure, but it remains true 
in the case when (E, I ,  g) is a measure space with a positive measure.

0.2. Linear topology ТГ<<p on L*<f)
The definition of the topology is given in [5] and [6]. Now, we 

recall the theorem from [5] which we will need.

0.2.1. T h e o r e m . Let tp be an N -function. Then the space (L*(p, ,T <(p) is 
locally convex and the system of all sets: K$(r) n L*v, where r >  0 and ф is an 
N-function such that ф <£ (p constitutes a base of neighbourhoods of 0 for 
(Kf(r) = {x e L**: ||x||w < r })  ([5], p. 77).

This theorem is proved in [5] in the case when (E, I ,  g) is a finite
dimensional Euclidean space with the Lebesgue measure, but it remains true 
in the case when (E, I ,  g) is a measure space with a positive measure.
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0.3. Compatible topologies
0.3.1. D e f in it io n . T w o  linear topologies t and 2 on a linear space X 

are called compatible if every linear subspace of X closed in iTx is closed in 
,гГ2 and conversely, every linear subspace of X closed in г is closed in T j 
([!])•

0.3.2. T h e o r e m . Let (X, .T) be an F-space, let ZT' be a linear topology on 
X which is compatible with and let T ' c: <?T. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent:

(i) a set К in X is compact in :T',
(ii) a set К in X is sequentially compact in ZT',
(iii) a set К in X is countably compact in ([!])•

1. The general form of linear continuous functionals over (L*v,

Henceforth, we will assume that (E, Г, p) is a measure space with a 
positive, cr-finite measure.

1.1. L e m m a . Let q> be an N-function. Then

L0<p* =  U L*r ,

where denotes the set of all N-functions ф such that ф <| q>.
Proof. By virtue of Theorem 0.1.6 we have the equality

L0<p* =  U
Ф’еЧ

where 4*%*̂  denotes the set of all N -functions ф' such that tp* <£ф'. 
Hence, it suffices to show that

u L*r  = U L*r ,
ф'еЧ#** феЧ>^

where denotes the set of all ЛГ-functions ф such that ф tp. Indeed, let 
ф 'оеТ^, i.e., (р*<£ф'0. Let ф0 =(ф'0)*. Then ф* = (ф'0)** = Ф'0 and ф0 
= (ф'о)* (р** = (р (see 0.1.2). On the other hand, let ф0е i.e., ф0 < (p.
Let фо = Ф*- Then (p* <$ф$ = ф'0.

1.2. T h e o r e m . Let q> be an N-function. Then for every linear and
continuous functional F : (L*<p, there exists y0eL0<p* such that

F (x) = Fyo (x) = j  x (f) y0 (r) dp for x g  L*” .
E

Moreover, every functional of the form FyQ, where y0 e L0(f>*, is linear and 
continuous over (L*<p, ,T <<P).
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Proof. First, we shall show that for every y0e L 0<p\ the linear functional 
of the form

Fyo(x) = Jx(t)y0(t)dp, where xeL**
E

is continuous over (L****, ZT<4>).
In fact, since y0eL0</>*, therefore from Lemma 1.1 it follows that there

exists IJ/0e Ч'н<р such that y0eL*'t,°. Since ф0 ^ (p we have L*<p c= Ь°Ф° с  Ь*ф° 
and using the Holder inequality (0.1.4) we get

lF)>o(*)l = < W lftlW Uo) for x eL *<P-
E

Therefore the functional Fy is continuous over (L**, ,T̂ \Lmp). But the 
topology &~<(p is the supremum of the topologies 2Г̂ | ^ for iJ/eF^, hence 
obviously the functional FyQ is continuous over (L*<p, ,T <<P).

Now, we shall prove that for every linear and continuous functional 
F: (L*v, ,T 4(p)-+R  there exists y0eL0<l>* such that

F (x) = Fyo (x) = j x(f) >’0 (t) dp for x e L**.
E

In fact, let F: (L*q>, R be linear and continuous. Then F is bounded
on some neighbourhood of 0 for and it means that there exists
ф0(= ‘Fjv’’, r0 > 0 and a constant M > 0 such that

(1) |F(x)| ^ M  for xe K jQ(r0) n L** (see 0.2.1).

Let us take into consideration the normed space {Ь°ф°, ^  ). Since 
L*v c= Ь°Ф°, so from (1) it follows that F is continuous over the linear 
subspace (L*9t L̂mp) of the normed space (Ь°ф°, <ТФо). Hence, by the
Hahn-Banach theorem, there exists a linear continuous functional 
F: (Ь°Фо, ^ 0)-^ R  such that

(2) F(x) = F(x) for xeL*’’ .

But from the theorem about the general form of linear and continuous 

functionals over (Ь°ф°, it follows that there exists у0е1?ф° such that

(3) F(x) = fx{t)y0(t)dp for xe L°^° (0.1.5).
E

Since ф0 (p, so (p* ф% and hence Ь*ф° cz L0(p*. Therefore from (2) and (3) 
it follows that for some y0e L 0q>* there holds

F (x) = Fyo (x) = J x (t) y0 (f) dp, for x e L*9.
E
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2. Comparison of the topology à 4<p with the weak topologies on L*9

Let (p be an jV-function. Then we have the dual pair (L *9, L°9*, < , >), 
where the bilinear functional < , ): L*9 x L°9* -*• jR is defined as:

<x, y> = f x(t)y(t)dp for xe L*9, ye L°9*.
к

Then from Theorem 1.2 it follows that the correspondence V’ot->F>,0 is a 
linear bijection from L°9* onto (L*9, ^~49)*. It means that the topology ,T <9 
is consistent with the dual pair <L*9, L°9*, < , > ) ([8], p. 131). By the 
Mackey-Arens theorem we get:

2.1. T h eo r em . Let (p be an N Junction. Then

a(L*9, L°9*) cr ,Г <9 c  p(L*9, L0(p*),

where cr( L0<p*) is the weak topology and p{L*9, L0<p*) is the Mackey 
topology on L*9 with respect to <(L*9, L0<p*, < , ))>.

2.2. T h eo r em . Let <p be an N-function. A set Z  c  L*9 is bounded in the 
topology o(L*9, L°9*) if and only if Z  is bounded in the topology iy (p.

Proof. Let Z c= L*9 be a bounded set in o(L*9, L°9*). Then from the 
Mackey-Arens theorem it follows that Z is bounded in any topology 
consistent with the dual pair <(L*9, L°9*, < , >), so also is bounded in the 
topology ;T 49. Since q> is an N-function, so (L*9, .T^  is a locally bounded 
space. Hence, from Theorem 2.6 ([7]) it follows that Z is bounded in 
Conversely, let Z be bounded in .T^. Then, since o(L*9, L0(p*) c= we get 
that Z is bounded in o(L*9, L°9*).

2.3. Let us take into account the dual pair (L *9, (L*9)*, < , >), where 
(L*9)* = (L*9, ,TJ)* and <x, F> = F(x) for xeL*9, Fe{L*9)*. Then the 
topology o(L*9, (L*(p)*) is called the weak topology. The topology is 
consistent with the dual pair (L *9, (L*9)*, < , >). Hence, by the Mazur 
theorem ([8], p. 130) it follows that the topologies o(L*9, (L*9)*) and are 
compatible.

Now, let N-functions q> and <p* satisfy simultaneously the d2_con<iition. 
Then o{L*9, L0<p*) = о (L*9, (L*9)*) ([2], p. 128) and from Theorem 2.1 we 
get

<7(L*9, (L*9)*) а ,Г 4(р c  ^  = p(L*9, (L*9)*).

Since the topologies cr(L*9, (L*9)*) and are compatible, so the topologies 
,$~<9 and are also compatible.

Hence, applying Theorem 0.3.2 we obtain the following:

2.4. T h eo r em . Let N -functions (p and cp* satisfy simultaneously the A2- 
condition. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
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(i) a set Z in L*9 is
(ii) a set Z in L*9 is

(iii) a set z in L*9 is

compact in ,T 4‘tp, 
sequentially compact in .T <<p. 
countably compact in .T <9.
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